
CONSTRUCT THEORY OF PERSONALITY

The theory of personal constructs stresses the active nature of people According to psychologist George Kelly,
personality is composed of the.

Google Scholar Fransella, F. When poles are denied , they are said to be submerged. Shaw noted that they
"have also found concept mapping and semantic network tools to be complementary to repertory grid tools
and generally use both in most studies" but that they "see less use of network representations in PCP studies
than is appropriate". For example, more basic constructs might lie and the base of the hierarchy, while more
complex and abstract constructs lie can be found at higher levels. Harmondsworth: Penguin Books. New
York: Norton. We build theoriesâ€”often stereotypesâ€”about other people and also try to control them or
impose on others our own theories so that we are better able to predict their actions. London: Routledge. The
development of personal construct psychology. Others are 'impermeable'. New York: Norton. Sign up to get
these answers, and more, delivered straight to your inbox. Google Scholar Winter, D. Rather than viewing
human beings as passive subjects who were at the whims of the associations, reinforcements , and
punishments they encountered in their environments behaviorism or their unconscious wishes and childhood
experiences psychoanalysis , Kelly believed that people take an active role in how they collect and interpret
knowledge. Such changes may be further fostered by the creative use of in-session enactment, fixed role
therapy in which clients 'try out' new identities in the course of daily life , and other psychodramatic
techniques. A given person or set of persons or any event or circumstance can be characterized fairly precisely
by the set of constructs we apply to it and the position of the thing within the range of each construct. Instead,
he or she works to help clients recognize the coherence in their own ways of construing experience, as well as
their personal agency in making modifications in these constructions when necessary. Google Scholar
Neimeyer, R. Personal construct psychology ; Role theory Definition Personal construct theory is a theory of
personality which starts from the assumption that people interpret their experience of the world and
themselves. According to psychologist George Kelly , personality is composed of the various mental
constructs through which each person views reality. Hear the constructs they use. The baby above may have a
preverbal construct "Comes People then use these constructs to make sense of their observations and
experiences. Thus, individuals, like incipient scientists, are seen as creatively formulating constructs , or
hypotheses about the apparent regularities of their lives, in an attempt to make them understandable, and to
some extent, predictable. The patient's behavior is then mainly explained as ways to selectively observe the
world, act upon it and update the construct system in such a way as to increase predictability. Polar constructs
create one another: thus 'good' cannot exist without 'bad'. When we are trying to make sense of an event or
situation, he suggested that we are also able to pick and choose which construct we want to use.


